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What Did it Mean to be “King Over All the Land”?
And it came to pass that as Ammon and Lamoni were journeying thither, they met the
father of Lamoni, who was king over all the land.
Alma 20:8

The Know

The Know

The accounts of both the missionary efforts of the sons
of Mosiah (Alma 17–26) and the earlier account of the
Zeniffite colony (Mosiah 9–24) give readers a glimpse
of Lamanite politics. In the Lamanite political system,
there was a “king over all the land” (Alma 18:9; 20:8)
who “appointed kings over all … lands” under his rule
(Mosiah 24:2).

In the ancient Near East, this patron-client or suzerainvassal relationship was typical when larger empires conquered smaller states,2 as happened to Israel and Judah
(2 Kings 17:3; Lamentations 1:1 NRSV).

According to ancient Near Eastern legal scholar Raymond Westbrook, “Vassalage can entail many different
degrees of political control, from province to sphere of
As political scientist Noel B. Reynolds noticed, the La- influence.”3 This resulted in networks of subordinate
manite government was “a very different system” than kings (vassals) who had pledged allegiance to a “great
that of the Nephites, “one of tributary kings appointed king,” or suzerain.
by the superior monarch, not by a prophet.” Reynolds
commented that this was “more like the system that ap- Familial language is commonly used to describe the napears to have prevailed in ancient Mesoamerica.”1 In ture of these relationships—the suzerain is “father” to
fact, both Mesoamerica and the ancient Near East had the subordinate king, who is described as his “son.”4 The
systems of kings similar to that described among the relationship usually involved tribute payments to the
Lamanites.
suzerain. During the reigns of David and Solomon, for
1

instance, Israel had vassals which “were expected to pay
tribute to the Israelite king” and “even the simple failure
to pay the yearly tribute, would be regarded … [as] a
direct challenge to the imperial claims” of the God of
Israel.5

to use his political clout to liberate others of Nephite
nobility in captivity,18 his suspicions were intensified
(Alma 20:10–13). He insisted that Lamoni prove his
loyalty by slaying the enemy prince (v. 14). Lamoni’s
refusal was nothing short of treason, in the high king’s
mind, leaving him with no other choice but to exact
capital punishment (v. 16).19

The Lamanite political hierarchy, in the words of John
L. Sorenson, also “rings a Mesoamerican bell.”6 In describing the political system of the Classic period (ca.
AD 250–900), Mayanists Simon Martin and Nikolai
Grube argued that the evidence “points to a pervasive
and enduring system of ‘overkingship’ that shaped almost every facet of the Classic landscape.”7

Further indication of the political nature of the altercation can be seen when Ammon arose to defend Lamoni
(Alma 20:17). In the king’s eyes, Ammon was no doubt
fulfilling the role of Lamoni’s new suzerain. Upon his
defeat, the king made several political concessions. He
was prepared to relinquish half his kingdom to his new
Political ties binding overkings with subordinate kings conqueror (v. 23), but all Ammon required was that he
were at once very personal, yet highly tenuous.8 Profes- release his political control over Lamoni (v. 24–26). The
sor Sergio Quezada explained, “Multiple factors may king also granted the release of Ammon’s brethren (v.
have led one Maya to accept another’s lordship …. Such 27).
factors included protection, kinship, convenience, war,
or the simple quest for recognition of a title.”9 Vassal The king likely expected that if he lived, he would be
rulers were expected to make tribute payments to their Ammon’s prisoner, and be subject to torture and public
overlords,10 and overkings did not hesitate to appoint humiliation. Yet, the “old king was escaping with not
rulers when local dynasties were uncooperative.11
only his life but his political power intact—a complete
reversal of his expectations after defeat.”20 This turned a
highly volatile political moment into an opportunity for
The Why
In 2013, John L. Sorenson concluded, “At least for a cen- the Lord to use Ammon and Lamoni as “tools of posi21
tury or more for the Mesoamerican Late Pre-Classic pe- tive change.”
riod (ca. 100 BC–AD 50) the Book of Mormon record
portrays its peoples in a political situation that sounds Ammon’s refusal to seek power and take advantage of
very much like” that of major Mesoamerican centers at the situation, and instead show loyalty, love, and mercy
the time.12 Indeed, Martin and Grube affirmed that at softened the high king’s heart. He was “greatly astonleast “elements” of the Classic Maya political system, ished” (Alma 20:27) and had a strong desire to learn
“took root in various parts of Mesoamerica between 100 what could make a man pass up such great political
BC and AD 100.”13 The Lamanites’ hierarchy of kings, as power. When the opportunity came, he too was willone scholar concluded, “fit[s] very comfortably into a ing to give up all the political power he had attained to
“receive [the] great joy” that comes from the gospel of
Mesoamerican context.”14
Jesus Christ (Alma 22:15).
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